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Retrieval of Spoken Documents:First ExperiencesFabio Crestani and Mark SandersonDepartment of Computing ScienceUniversity of GlasgowGlasgow G12 8QQ, Scotland9th October 1997
AbstractWe report on our rst experiences in dealing with the retrieval of spo-ken documents. While lacking the tools and the know-how for performingspeech recognition on the spoken documents, we tried to use in the bestpossible way our knowledge of probabilistic indexing and retrieval of tex-tual documents. The techniques we used and the results we obtained areencouraging, motivating our future involvement in other further experi-mentation in this new area of research.
Supported by a \Marie Curie" Research Fellowship from the European Community.1
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2
1 IntroductionRetrieval of spoken documents is a fast emerging area of research in MultimediaInformation Retrieval. It involves the eective combination of the most advancedtechniques used in speech recognition and Information Retrieval (IR). The in-creasing interest in this area of research is conrmed by the inclusion, for therst time, of a retrieval of spoken documents track in the TREC initiative [7].Despite our lack of know-how and tools for speech recognition, we decided to par-ticipate in the retrieval of spoken documents track of TREC-6, condent that ourknowledge of natural language processing and probabilistic information retrievalwould compensate. Because of the way the retrieval of spoken documents trackof TREC-6 is set up, groups with no speech recognition tools can participate allthe same. However, thanks to our research contacts, we were able to team upwith the Speech and Hearing Research Group of the Department of ComputingScience of the University of Sheeld. They provided us with the transcripts oftheir speech recognition system, Abbot, that we used for most of our experiments.This paper reports our rst experiences in retrieval of spoken documents. Theresults we obtained are encouraging towards continuing working in this interestingarea of research.The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we describe in detail the necessarybackground on probabilistic IR so that some of the indexing choices taken inthe rest of the paper will be better understood. Sections 3 and 4 describe thetools used for the experiments reported in this paper. Section 5 describes theexperimental framework in which our investigation took place: the data setsused, the evaluation procedure, etc. Section 7 describes the two indexing schemawe experimented with. The results of a set of experiments with these indexingschemas are reported and discussed in Section 8.2 Probabilistic Information RetrievalIn IR, probabilistic modelling concerns the use of a model that ranks documents indecreasing order of their evaluated probability of relevance to a user's informationneed (also known as Retrieval Status Value). Past and present research has mademuch use of formal theories of probability and of statistics in order to evaluate,or at least estimate, these probabilities of relevance. These attempts are to bedistinguished from looser ones like, for example, the \vector space model" [14]in which documents are ranked according to a measure of similarity with thequery. A measure of similarity cannot be directly interpretable as a probability.In addition, similarity based models generally lack the theoretical soundness of3
probabilistic models.The rst attempts to develop a probabilistic theory of retrieval were made overthirty years ago [9]. Since then, there has been a steady development of theapproach, so that there are already several operational IR systems based uponprobabilistic or semi-probabilistic models.One major obstacle with probabilistic or semi-probabilistic IR models is that ofnding methods for estimating the probabilities used to evaluate the probabilityof relevance that are both theoretically sound and computationally ecient. Theproblem of estimating these probabilities is dicult to tackle unless some sim-plifying assumptions are made. In the early stages of the study of probabilisticmodelling in IR, assumptions related to event independence were employed inorder to facilitate the computations. One of the rst models to be based uponsuch assumptions was the binary independence retrieval model.2.1 The binary independence retrieval modelAs in most IR models, it is assumed that queries and documents are describedby sets of index terms. Let T = ft1; : : : ; tng denote the set of terms used inthe collection of documents. We represent the query qk with terms belongingto T . Similarly, we represent a document dj as the set of terms occurring init. If we use a binary representation then dj is represented as the binary vector~x = (x1; : : : ; xn) with xi = 1 if ti 2 dj and xi = 0 otherwise. The query qk isrepresented in the same manner.The basic assumption, common to many other models, is that the distributionof terms within the document collection provides information concerning therelevance of a document to a given query. This is because it is assumed thatterms are distributed dierently in relevant and non-relevant documents. This isknown as the cluster hypothesis (see [18] pp. 45-47). If the term distribution wasthe same within the sets of relevant and non-relevant documents then it would notbe possible to devise a discrimination criterion between them. In which case, adierent representation of the document information content would be necessary.The term distribution provides information about the probability of relevance ofa document to a query. If we assume binary relevance judgements, then the termdistribution provides information about P (R j qk; dj).The quantity P (R j qk; ~x), with ~x as a binary document representation, cannotbe estimated directly. Instead, Bayes' theorem is applied [10]:P (R j qk; ~x) = P (R j qk)  P (~x j R; qk)P (~x j qk) 4
Cj(R; dec) retrieved not retrievedrelevant document 0 1non relevant document 2 0Table 1: The cost of retrieving and not retrieving a relevant and non relevantdocumentTo simplify notation, we omit the qk on the understanding that evaluations arewith respect to a given query qk. The previous relation becomes:P (R j ~x) = P (R)  P (~x j R)P (~x)where P (R) is the prior probability of relevance, P (~x j R) is the probability ofobserving the description ~x conditioned upon relevance having been observed,and P (~x) is the probability that ~x is observed. The latter is determined as thejoint probability distribution of the n terms within the collection. The aboveformula evaluates the \posterior" probability of relevance conditioned upon theinformation provided in the vector ~x.The provision of a ranking of documents by the Probability Ranking Principle[12] can be extended to provide an \optimal threshold" value. This can be usedto set a cut-o point in the ranking to distinguish between those documents thatare worth retrieving and those that are not. This threshold is determined bymeans of a decision strategy , whose associated cost function Cj(R; dec) for eachdocument dj is described in Table 1.The decision strategy can be described simply as one that minimises the averagecost resulting from any decision. This strategy is equivalent to minimising thefollowing risk function:R(R; dec) = Xdj2DCj(R; dec)  P (dj j R)It can be shown (see [18], pp. 115-117) that the minimisation of that functionbrings about an optimal partitioning of the document collection. This is achievedby retrieving only those documents for which the following relation holds:P (dj j R)P (dj j R) >  5
where = 2  P (R)1  P (R)It remains now necessary to estimate the joint probabilities P (dj j R) and P (dj jR), that is P (~x j R) and P (~x j R) if we consider the binary vector documentrepresentation ~x.In order to simplify the estimation process, the components of the vector ~x areassumed to be stochastically independent when conditionally dependent upon Ror R. That is, the joint probability distribution of the terms in the document djis given by the following product of marginal probability distributions:P (dj j R) = P (~x j R) = nYi=1P (xi j R)and P (dj j R) = P (~x j R) = nYi=1P (xi j R)This binary independence assumption, is the basis of a model rst proposed byRobertson and Spark Jones in 1976 [13]: the Binary Independence Retrieval model(BIR). The assumption has always been recognised as unrealistic.Nevertheless, as pointed out by Cooper [1], the assumption that actually under-pins the BIR model is not that of binary independence, but that of the weakerassumption of linked dependence:P (~x j R)P (~x j R) = nYi=1 P (xi j R)P (xi j R)This states that the ratio between the probabilities of ~x occurring in relevant andnon relevant documents is equal to the product of the corresponding ratios of thesingle terms.Considering the decision strategy of the previous section, it is now possible todevise a decision strategy by using a logarithmic transformation to obtain a lineardecision function:g(dj) = log P (dj j R)P (dj j R) > log 6
To simplify notation, we dene the following quantities: pj = P (xj = 1 j R), andqj = P (xj = 1 j R) which represent the probability of the jth term appearingin a relevant, and in a non relevant document, respectively. Clearly: 1   pj =P (xj = 0 j R), and 1  qj = P (xj = 0 j R). This gives:P (~x j R) = nYj=1 pxjj  (1  pj)1 xjand P (~x j R) = nYj=1 qxjj  (1  qj)1 xjSubstituting the above, gives:g(di) = Pnj=1(xj  log pjqj + (1  xj)  log 1 pj1 qj )= Pnj=1 cj xj + Cwhere:cj = log pj  (1  qj)qj  (1  pj)and C = nXj=1 log 1  pj1  qjThis formula gives the Retrieval Status Value (RSV) of document dj for thequery under consideration. Documents are ranked according to their RSV andpresented to the user. The cut-o value  can be used to determine the point atwhich the displaying of the retrieved documents to the user should be stopped,although, the RSV is generally used to rank the entire collection of documents.In a real IR system, the presentation of documents ordered on their estimatedprobability of relevance to a query matters more than the actual value of thoseprobabilities. Therefore, since the value of C is constant for a specic query, weneed only consider the value of cj. This value, or more often the value exp(cj),is called the term relevance weight (TRW), and indicates the term's capability7
to discriminate relevant from non relevant documents. Because of the binaryindependence assumption, in the BIR model term relevance weights contribute\independently" to the relevance of a document.To apply the BIR model, it is necessary to estimate the parameters pj and qjfor each term used in the query. This is performed in various ways, dependingupon the amount of information available. The estimation can be retrospective orpredictive. The rst is used on test collections where the relevance assessmentsare known. The second is used with normal collection where parameters areestimated by means of relevance feedback from the user.Relevance feedback is a technique that allows a user to interactively express hisinformation requirement by adapting his original query formulation with furtherinformation [6]. This additional information is often provided by indicating somerelevant documents among the documents retrieved by the system.Let us assume that the IR system has already retrieved some documents for thequery qk. The user is asked to give relevance assessments for those documents,from which the parameters of the BIR are estimated. If we also assume tobe working in the retrospective case, then we know the relevance value of allindividual documents in the collection. Let a collection have N documents, Rof which are relevant to the query. Let nj denote the number of documents inwhich the term xj appears, amongst which, only rj are relevant to the query.The parameters pj and qj can then be estimated as follows:p̂j = rjRand q̂j = nj   rjN   RThese give:TRWj = rjR rjnj rjN nj R+rjThis approach is possible only if we have relevance assessments for all documentsin the collection, i.e. where we know R and rj. According to Croft and Harper,given that the only information concerning the relevance of documents is thatprovided by a user through relevance feedback, predictive estimations should8
be used. Let ~R denote the number of documents judged relevant by the user.Further, let ~rj be the number of those documents in which the term xj occurs.We can then combine this with the estimation technique of [2].~TRWj = ~rj+0:5~R  ~rj+0:5nj  ~rj+0:5N nj  ~R+ ~rj+0:5Usually, the relevance information given by a user is limited and is not sucientlyrepresentative of the entire collection. Consequently, the resulting estimates tendto lack precision. As a partial solution, one generally simplies by assuming pjto be constant for all the terms in the indexing vocabulary. The value pj = 0:5is often used, which gives a TRW that can be evaluated easily:~~TRWj = N   njnjWork up to this point requires the use of at least a few relevant documents,making this model more closely related to retrieval as an interactive precessbetween the user and the IR system. This is exploited by the relevance feedbacktechnique. However, we need to be able to use this model even in the absence ofrelevance information from the user, as in the predictive case, when the user rstsubmit his query. In the next section we will see how probabilistic retrieval workin this case.2.2 Term weighting schemasIn the previous section we have described the probabilistic retrieval model knownas Binary Independence Retrieval model. In that model there are two importantquantities that need to be explicated in order to use it in the predictive case:1. the component xj of the document vector representation ~xj;2. the term relevance weight (TRW).In the previous section we have assumed a binary document vector representation,that is, a document is represented by a vector whose values are zeros and onesdepending if the feature represented by the position of the element of the vectoris present or absent from the document. If document features are terms (orkeywords), this indexing schema is very simplistic, since it does not take into9
consideration the fact that not all terms presented in the document have thesame representational power. Some terms can be very important in characterisingthe document informative content, some other can be so useless that they canbe completely discarded (these are called stopwords). One intuitive notion ofthe importance of a term for representing the document informative content isrelated to its frequency of occurrence in the document. The more frequently aterm is present in the document the more likely it is that the document will berelated in content to the topic represented by that term. Some terms, however,are simply highly frequent in documents only because they are use frequently inthe language (eg. \the", \a", \of", etc.). Once, we get rid of highly frequentterms, a good weighting schema for measuring the importance of a term in thecontext of a document is the term frequencyTFij = freqi(xj)where freqi(xj) denotes the frequency of occurrence of term xj in document~xi. A more complex formulation of the TF weighting schema that has provedempirically more eective is the following:TFij = K + (1 K) freqi(xj)maxfreqiwhere K is a constant that need to be set experimentally and maxfreqi is themaximum frequency of any term in document ~xi.This value can be used as a component of the document vector ~xi, instead of abinary component. Since it is independent of relevance information, it can beused both in the predictive and the relevance feedback cases.In the predictive case, for large N , i.e. large collections of documents, the termrelevance weight (TRW) can be approximated by the inverse document frequency:IDFj = log Nnjwhere N denotes the number of documents in the collection and nj the numberof documents in which the term xj occurs.The IDF weighting schema is widely used in IR to provide a measure of thediscrimination power of a term in a document collection. This weight is basedon Luhn's assumption and on the assumption that the discriminating power ofa term is inversely proportional to the number of documents in which that term10
occurs [8]. In particular, the inverse document frequency reects the intuitionthat the larger the number of documents that are indexed by the same term, theless important the term becomes as a descriptor of any of them.We can now combine the above two weighting schemas with the retrieval formulasreported in the previous section to obtain a complete specication of the model.While we know from the previous section how to deal with retrieval once we haverelevance information, we need to be able to deal with retrieval in the absenceof retrieval information. The solution proposed in [4] is to use use the followingformula:g(di) = nXj=1TFij(C + IDFj)where C is a constant that is set experimentally to tailor the weighting schemato dierent collections.These statistically{based weighting techniques can be enhanced by conationtechniques which attempt to map individual word tokens to a single morpho-logical form. IR has developed also sophisticated techniques for stemming (seefor example [11]), which are used in most of the operational IR systems. Someexperimental systems attempt to use phrases instead of individual terms (seefor example [15]), but the automatic identication of phrases in free texts is aproblematic task.In the rest of the paper we will use the two words \word" and \term" inter-changeably, although there a clear dierence between the two. Term is a wordmainly used in IR where it refers to a textual feature of a document. In thissense a \term" is a \word" that has been chosen for indexing a document. Wordis instead mainly used in the speech recognition area where it refers to a singleunit of language represented by one or more phonemes.The dierent use of these words in the two communities, IR and speech recog-nition, would make the paper very confusing if we were to keep distinguishingbetween them.3 The SIRE Information Retrieval systemThe system used in the context of the work reported in this paper is a retrievaltoolkit called SIRE (System for Information Retrieval Experimentation) devel-oped \in-house" at Glasgow University by Mark Sanderson. SIRE is a collectionof small independent modules, each conducting one part of the indexing, retrieval11
and evaluation tasks required for classic retrieval experimentation. The modulesare linked in a pipeline architecture communicating through a common tokenbased language. SIRE was initially used in research examining the relationshipbetween word sense ambiguity, disambiguation, and retrieval eectiveness [17].It proved to be a exible tool as it not only provided retrieval functionality buta number of its core modules were used to build a word sense disambiguator aswell. It was also used in the experiments for the Glasgow IR group submissionsto TREC-4 and TREC-5 and is currently being used in a number of researcheorts within the group.SIRE is implemented on the UNIX operating system which, with its scriptingand pre-emptive multi-tasking is eminently suitable for supporting the modularnature of SIRE.SIRE was chosen as the IR platform for the experiments reported in this paperbecause it implemented a probabilistic IR model based on the \TF-IDF" weight-ing schema reported in Section 2. Moreover, it was relatively easy to modify thecode to take into account the characteristics of the new data.A detailed description of the functionalities of SIRE is outside the scope of thispaper. The system is currently public available for research purposes. The inter-ested reader should contact Mark Sanderson for a copy of a short unpublishedpaper describing the system [16] and for the location of SIRE's binary les. Thesystem has been successfully used by many students of the Advance InformationSystems M.Sc. of Glasgow University for their practical work.4 The Abbot speech recognition systemAbbot is a speaker independent continuous speech recognition system developedby the Connectionist Speech Group at Cambridge University and now jointlysupported by Cambridge and Sheeld Universities with commercialisation bySoftSound.The Abbot system grew out of work on recurrent neural networks at Cambridge.It was further developed under the ESPRIT project \Auditory ConnectionistTechniques for Speech" and then the ESPRIT project \WERNICKE: A Neu-ral Network Based, Speaker Independent, Large Vocabulary, Continuous SpeechRecognition System". Currently further development is being funded by theFramework 4 projects \SPRACH: Speech Recognition algorithms for connection-ist hybrids" and \THISL: Thematic Indexing of Spoken Language".The system is designed to recognise British English and American English clearlyspoken in a quiet acoustic environment. The system is based on a model that is12
a combination of a connectionist and a Hidden Markow model.Most, if not all, automatic speech recognition systems explicitly or implicitlycompute a score (distance, probability, etc.) indicating how well a novel utter-ance matches a model of the hypothesised utterance. A fundamental problemin speech recognition is how this score may be computed, given that speech is anon-stationary stochastic process. In the interest of reducing the computationalcomplexity, the standard approach used in the most prevalent systems factors thehypothesis score into a local acoustic score and a local transition score. In thehidden Markov models (HMM) framework, the observation word models the local(in time) acoustic signal as a stationary process, while the transition probabilitiesare used to account for the time-varying nature of speech.The Abbot system uses an extension to the standard HMM framework whichaddresses the issue of the observation probability computation. Specically, anarticial recurrent neural network (RNN) is used to compute the observationprobabilities within the HMM framework. This provides two enhancements tostandard HMMs: the observation model is no longer local; the RNN architecture provides a non-parametric model of the acoustic sig-nal.The result is a speech recognition system able to model long-term acoustic con-text without strong assumptions on the distribution of the observations. Abbothas been successfully applied to a 20,000 word, speaker-independent, continuousspeech recognition task, showing good levels of performance.An in depth treatment of the characteristic of Abbot is outside the scope ofthis paper. The interested reader is directed to the extensive bibliography on theAbbot system1 and in particular the document titled \The use of recurrent neuralnetworks in continuous speech recognition" by Tony Robinson, Mike Hochbergand Steve Renals, not yet published but available online2. A demo version of theAbbot system is available to the public free of charge. AbbotDemo3 is a packageddemonstration of the Abbot system. The demonstration system has a vocabularyof 10; 000 words, anything spoken outside this vocabulary can not be recognised(and therefore will be recognised as another word or string of words).1See http://svr-www.eng.cam.ac.uk/~ajr/GroupPubs/publications.html.2See http://svr-www.eng.cam.ac.uk/~ajr/rnn4csr94/rnn4csr94.html.3Available at http://svr-www.eng.cam.ac.uk/~ajr/abbot.html.
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5 Spoken document retrieval at TREC-6TREC (Text REtrieval Conference) is a workshop series sponsored by the Na-tional Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and the Defence AdvancedResearch Projects Agency (DARPA) that promotes IR research by providingappropriate test collections, uniform scoring procedures, and a forum for organi-sations interested in comparing their results. TREC tracks allow participants tofocus on particular subproblems of the retrieval task4.The annual TREC is an event in which organisations with an interest in IR andinformation routing take part in a coordinated series of experiments using thesame experimental data and queries. The results of these individual experimentsare then presented at the workshop where tentative comparisons are made. Inorder to preserve the desired, pre-competitive nature of these conferences, theorganisers have developed a set of guidelines constraining the dissemination andpublication of TREC evaluation results. These guidelines are meant to precludethe publication of incomplete or inaccurate information that could damage thereputation of the conference or its participants and could discourage participationin future conferences. The guidelines apply to all TREC participants, regardlessof the type of organisation or institution involved. A signed agreement is requiredof each organisation participating in the TREC evaluations. Any organisationthat is found to have violated the terms or spirit of the agreement may be deniedparticipation in future TRECs.TREC-6 (the 1997 TREC event) included, for the rst time, a track on SpokenDocument Retrieval (SDR). The remainder of this section outlines the SDR testparadigm and describes the data for the test.The SDR track was designed to foster as much participation as possible in keepingwith TREC's retrieval charter, rather than, say, the cleanest experimental designor the simplest track specication. While sites with both speech recognitionand information retrieval systems were strongly encouraged to participate in thefull SDR evaluation, baseline speech and retrieval components were oered sothose sites with only one of these technologies can also participate. Speech andretrieval sites were encouraged to team up to produce full SDR systems for theevaluation. As this is a TREC track, all participants were required to produceretrieval output in a particular format.The track oered two modes of participation: SDR for those with speech recog-nisers and Q(uasi)SDR for those without. The latter is intended as a startupfor those in the IR community without immediate access to speech recognition4More details about TREC can be found on the TREC home page at NIST: http://www-nlpir.nist.gov/trec. 14













Figure 1: SDR track data ow diagramltt Lexical TREC Transcriptions: DTT's with most SGML tags removed andhence conveniently readable as text. File labelled ltt.srt Speech Recogniser Transcriptions: automatically-generated transcriptions(therefore likely to contain recognition errors) produced by a particularrecogniser when applied to sph. The le format is identical to LTT exceptthat each word is bracketed by an SGML tag pair that indicates the timeat which the word occurs. SRTs generated by a volunteer speech site areused for Baseline testing (these are called the \BSRTs"). File labelled srt.The motivation for the Baseline Speech Recogniser Transcriptions is to allowretrieval people interested in SDR, but not able to get together in time withanyone with a recogniser, to use output generated by a real recogniser. Thesepeople form the QSDR Group, engaged with quasi-speech.All of the above le types were cross-linked by SGML-tagged time markers forstory beginnings and ends. See Figure 1 for a detailed account of the relationshipsbetween these formats and see the Appendix for samples of each format.In addition, the following les were provided:sil Speaker Information Log: used to cross reference information about thespeakers in the transcripts. This were used primarily by speech sites incalibration. File labelled sil.ndx Index: containing only Episode and Section tags used by the speech recog-nition systems to produce SGML-tagged output for the evaluation. Filelabelled ndx. 16
The required retrieval runs are as follows.For SDR Group participants only:S1 Speech run: a full SDR run with their own recogniser on the SPHERE-formatted digitised broadcast news recordings.In addition to being evaluated on its retrieval eectiveness, this run will also beevaluated on its Speech Recognition performance using Error Rate measures ofthe kind normally used for DARPA CSR tests. Each SDR speech recognitionsystem's output will be scored and tabulated. The same scoring protocol will beapplied to the Baseline Speech Recogniser Transcriptions used in B1 as well.For all participants:B1 Baseline run: a retrieval run using the the Baseline Speech Recogniser Tran-scriptions as input. This is the \speech run" for QSDR participants. How-ever, SDR Group participants are also required to do this run to enablespeech-based retrieval comparisons for all track participants.R1 Reference run: a retrieval run using the reference (hand-transcribed) lttas input. This run enables retrieval-based comparisons across all trackparticipants.Participants must use the same retrieval strategy for these 3 runs (that is, termweighting method, stop word list, use of phrases, retrieval model, etc must remainconstant). While it would be nice if SDR participants could could carry theirgeneral approach to handling speech data for retrieval (e.g. keep only items withhigh acoustic scores) across to the Baseline run, this is unlikely to be possible inpractice because the necessary information will not come with the BSRT.The three runs just listed are obligatory. Participants may optionally submita second speech run and a second baseline run, S2, B2, to test the eects ofvariations in their own system parameter settings.These required runs support retrieval performance comparisons as follows: between members of the SDR Group (i.e. the \real" spoken documentretrieval case), as a black box comparison not distinguishing the relativecontributions for any given system between the recognition strategy andthe retrieval strategy. 17
 between members of the QSDR Group, to compare retrieval strategies forthe one shared recognition strategy, i.e. the one that delivered the BaselineSpeech Recogniser Transcriptions. between all participants, SDR and QSDR, to compare retrieval strategies,via the Baseline Speech Recogniser Transcriptions. for each participant, between spoken document retrieval and text retrievalusing the Lexical TREC Transcriptions, to calibrate the former against thelatter for the participant's own retrieval strategy. for all participants, on text retrieval with the Lexical TREC Transcriptions,to compare retrieval strategies.Together these comparisons should show, via the Lexical TREC Transcriptiontext runs, what the level of performance would be for the given documents andtopics with a perfect speech recogniser and the teams' various retrieval strategies,and via the other runs, what the eects of the various recognisers are. The slightlyheavy detail follows from allowing for QSDR participants as well as SDR ones.7 Experimenting probabilistic retrieval of spo-ken documentsIn this section we report a detailed account of the strategies we used for our rstexperiments with retrieval of spoken documents.7.1 The PFT weighting schemaOne of the characteristics of the Abbot speech recognition system is the fact thatit associates a measure of uncertainty to each word it recognises, as can be seenfrom the following example of a srt le produced as output. See the appendix fora comparison with the srt le of the Baseline testing and note the absence of theprobability values attached to words.<Episode Filename=a960521.sph Program="ABC_Nightline"Scribe="obert_markoff" Dat e="960521:2330" Version=4 Version_Date=961011>...<Section S_time=0.000 E_time=61.320 Type=Filler ID="a960521.1" >18
<Word S_time=1.76 E_time=2 Prob=-1.873> IT'S </Word><Word S_time=2 E_time=2.048 Prob=-0.9346> A </Word><Word S_time=2.048 E_time=2.656 Prob=2.025> QUESTION </Word><Word S_time=2.656 E_time=2.832 Prob=-0.6394> THAT </Word><Word S_time=2.832 E_time=2.992 Prob=-0.3682> WILL </Word><Word S_time=2.992 E_time=3.36 Prob=1.188> MAKE </Word><Word S_time=3.408 E_time=3.488 Prob=-0.9622> A </Word><Word S_time=3.488 E_time=3.872 Prob=2.335> LOT </Word><Word S_time=3.872 E_time=3.984 Prob=0.4647> OF </Word><Word S_time=3.984 E_time=4.672 Prob=5.322> AMERICANS </Word><Word S_time=4.672 E_time=4.864 Prob=-0.4521> THINK </Word><Word S_time=6.882 E_time=6.994 Prob=-2.392> TO </Word><Word S_time=6.994 E_time=7.234 Prob=-1.807> HAVE </Word><Word S_time=7.234 E_time=7.346 Prob=-3.124> TO </Word><Word S_time=7.91 E_time=8.086 Prob=-0.2239> YOU </Word><Word S_time=8.086 E_time=8.294 Prob=0.1139> SAY </Word><Word S_time=8.294 E_time=8.454 Prob=-2.961> TO </Word><Word S_time=8.454 E_time=8.95 Prob=-3.794> ONE </Word>...</Section >These measures of uncertainty are incorrectly called probabilities. However theyare not probabilities, as an explanation of the way these are computed helpsclarifying:1. For a given time segment, the neural network at the heart of Abbot providesa set of posterior probabilities for each phoneme. These are the \acousticprobabilities".2. To facilitate the decoding, the acoustic probabilities are converted intoscaled likelihoods by dividing by the prior probability of the phoneme.3. During decoding, a search is performed using the acoustic probabilitiesand the language model to nd the most likely sequence of words for thatutterance.4. As each word is dened as a sequence of phonemes, the score for that wordis obtained by summing the scores of the individual phones which constitutethat word. (Summing because Abbot works with log probabilities).Although they are not probabilities, we can still consider them as weights ex-pressing the condence given by Abbot in the correct recognition of words. Thisgave us the idea of combine these weights with the probabilistic model underlying19
SIRE. As already explained in Section 2, the probabilistic model used by SIREassigned to every index term extracted from the text of a document a weight thatis a combination of two dierent discrimination measures: the IDF and the TF.The IDF of a term is a collection wide weight, since it is calculated taking intoaccount the distribution of the term inside the all collection. The TF of a termis instead a document wide weight, since it is calculated taking into account thedistribution of a term within a document. The TF is of particular interest in ourdiscussion. the TF of a term is usually calculated as a normalised sum of thenumber of occurrences of that term in the document. If the occurrence of a termis a binary event, thenocc:(xj) = ( 1 if xj occurs in di0 otherwiseTherefore, in its simplest denition, the frequency of occurrence of a term isdened as follows:freqi(xj) =Xdi occ:(xj)We decided to use the probabilities Abbot assigns to words as a way of devising amore general denition of occurrence. We decided to use the following denitionof occurrence:occ0:(xj) = ( Prob(xj) if xj occurs in di0 otherwiseTherefore the frequency of occurrence of a term is now dened as:freqi(xj) =Xdi Prob(xj)This denition of frequency is the one used to redene TF as follows:PTFij = freqi(xj)We called this new denition of TF PFT (Probabilistic Term Frequency).The above denition is quite intuitive. While TF measures the importance of aterm in the context of a document as a function of the number of occurrences of20
the term, PTF weights the number of occurrences of a term with the condenceassigned every time to the recognition of the occurrence of the term. In fact, it isintuitive that the PTF of a term should be higher in the case of the term beingrecognised as present in the document with high condence values, than in thecase of being recognised with low condence values. In the latter case, in someinstances, the term may have been mistaken for another term and may not evenbe present in the document.In some of the experiments that follow we tried to see if a PTF-IDF weightingschema gives better performance than the classical TF-IDF. The actual formulafor the PTF used in these experiments is, for reasons already explained in Section2, the following:PTFij = K + (1 K) freqi(xj)maxfreqi7.2 Generating a weighting schema by merging dierenttranscriptionsIn the previous section we have taken advantage of a particular feature of thetranscription we had available, the probabilities assigned by Abbot to wordsin the transcription. We used these probabilities to generate a new weightingschema for the words in the transcription. However, a few questions that weposed ourself were: are these probabilities reliable? Is there any other strategythat we could use to generate condence (or uncertainty) values to assigned torecognised words?Another, perhaps naive, strategy that we decided to test was again due to ourparticular situation. We had two dierent speech recognition transcript for thesame speech data. A rst analysis of the two transcripts showed large dierencesin recognition:BSRT:<Section S_time=0.000 E_time=61.320 Type=Filler ID="a960523.1" >I will talk about blacks and winds we eventually go wrong aof the tough question who he hid ...</Section>Abbot: 21
<Section S_time=0.000 E_time=61.320 Type=Filler ID="a960523.1" >we talked about blanks and whites we eventually get aroundto the tough question his own unions say well ....</Section>DTT:<Section S_time=0.000 E_time=61.320 Type=Filler ID="a960523.1" >when we talk about blacks and whites we eventually get aroundto the tough question some of you are ...</Section>The rst two are respectively the BSRT and the Abbot transcriptions, while thelast one is the DTT transcription, that is the real text of the speech. It is easyto spot the errors made by the two speech recognition systems. One interestingfact is that there are many cases of words correctly recognised by one systemand wrongly by the other. For example, the word \blacks" has been correctlyrecognised by BSRT and wrongly by Abbot, while the word \white" has beencorrectly recognised by Abbot and wrongly by BSRT. If one of these two wordswould have been used in a query, the IR system could not avoid retrieving onlythe document in which the word has been recognised correctly.The above ndings suggested to us that a merging of the two speech recognitiontranscripts. In this case the correct recognition of one system could compensatefor the wrong ones of the other system. Moreover, using the classical TF-IDFweighting schema, if a word has been correctly recognised by both systems, thenit will have a larger frequency of occurrence and this will increase its weight inthe context of the document. On the other hand, a word that has been wronglyrecognised by one of the speech recognition systems will have a small frequencyof occurrence (unless it has been consistently recognised wrongly, a case that wesuppose does not happen frequently) and therefore a lower weight in the contextof the document. We called Merged this weighting schema.8 Results and discussionThe following two sections report the results of our experimental investigation intothe eectiveness of the two weighting strategies outlined above. We performeda rst set of experiments on the training data set in order to tune some of the22
parameters involved in the retrieval strategies. Some more experiments were thenperformed on the test data set. Given the dierent sizes of the two data sets,the results obtained from the test data sets are statistically more signicant thanthose obtained from the training data set.Most of the results reported in the following two sections are presented in recalland precision graphs (P/R graphs). These graphs are obtained by depicting theprecision gures at standard levels of recall using a techniques described in [18].Here it may be useful to remind the denitions of recall and precision:Recall (R) = j A \ B jj A jPrecision (P ) = j A \ B jj B jWhere A is the set of relevant documents and B is the set of the retrieved docu-ments. Therefore, j A \ B j is the number of relevant and retrieved documents,j B j is the number of retrieved documents, and j A j is the number of relevantdocuments.8.1 Results from the training data setA rst set of experiments was performed using the training data set with thepurpose of determining the best possible combination of IR system and speechrecognition system.Together with the Speech and Hearing Research Group of the Department ofComputing Science of the University of Sheeld (the group who made availableto us the Abbot generated transcripts), we had available the following three IRsystems: PRISE, MG and SIRE. The latter system has already been describedin Section 3.The PRISE system is an experimental prototype of a full-text IR system devel-oped by the Natural Language Processing and Information Retrieval Group atNIST. The NIST PRISE system treats documents and queries as lists of wordsand responds to a query with a list of documents ranked in order of their statisti-cal similarity to the query. A basic version of the PRISE search engine (withoutthe interface and without any client/server mechanism) has been available for re-search use for several years (contact Donna Harman, donna.harman@nist.gov formore information). The experiments with PRISE were performed by the Sheeldgroup. 23
Query Target DTT/PRISE BSRT/PRISE Abbot/PRISE1 k960524.2 1 13 2k960524.17 2 1 12 j960522b.23 1 1 1g960522.21 2 3 43 f960615.12 3 2 24 j960522b.15 3 38 95 e960510b.14 1 1 26 e960510a.10 1 1 1Table 2: Performance of PRISE system.Query Target DTT/MG BSRT/MG Abbot/MG1 k960524.2 2 8 2k960524.17 1 1 12 j960522b.23 5 1 5g960522.21 8 6 83 f960615.12 8 4 84 j960522b.15 7 26 215 e960510b.14 3 2 26 e960510a.10 1 1 1Table 3: Performance of MG system.TheMG (Managing Gigabytes) system is a collection of programs which comprisea full-text retrieval system. It is "full-text" in the sense that every word in thetext is indexed and the query operates only on this index to do the searching.MG is public domain5. MG is covered by a GNU public licence. The MG systemis an embodiment of ideas developed primarily by: Tim C. Bell, University ofCanterbury; Alistair Moat, University of Melbourne; Ian Witten, University ofWaikato; and Justin Zobel, RMIT. The system is described in [19].We also had availability of two speech recognised transcripts and the hand tran-scribed data. The hand transcribed data (named DTT) correspond to the (pre-sumably) perfect recognition of the spoken documents, as performed by a human.The two speech recognition systems could only try to get recognition performanceas good as the DTT data. The two speech recognition systems were: the baselinespeech recognition system (BSRT, the srt transcripts provided by NIST) and thealready described Abbot system.Tables 2, 3 and 4 report the results of a rst experimentation into the performanceof the IR systems with the hand transcribed data (DTT), the Baseline speechrecogniser transcripts (BSRT), and the Abbot speech recogniser transcripts (Ab-5The MG software can be ftped from: ftp://munnari.oz.au/pub/mg.24















































Figure 2: Performance gures for DTT and BSRT on the training data.tion of indexing parameters for the use of SIRE. The exible architecture of theSIRE system enabled us to implement various forms of indexing switching on oro the use of a stoplist and the use of a stemming procedure. Figure 2 reportthe performance of SIRE using DTT and BSRT from the training data. Dierentcombinations of indexing are tested. The term \TF-IDF" refers to the weightingschema explained in detail in Section 2. At rst sight, these results seem contra-dictory, since for DTT the best performance are obtained by using TF-IDF andstoplist, while for BSRT the best performance are achieved using TF-IDF andstemming. However, this result has a plausible interesting explanation.The performance of SIRE on DTT data is what we would expect from the use ofa classical probabilistic IR system on a textual collection. There has been a longdebate in the past about the advantages and disadvantages of using stemming[5]. For some collections and/or for some IR systems stemming seems to improveperformance, while for other collections and IR system performance seem to getworse. The dierence, however, is never too large. This is our case.The gures for SIRE on BSRT data show that stemming improve the performanceof the IR system, in particular for low levels of recall. An explanation for thisfact can be obtained by looking at the kind of errors a speech recognition systemusually make. Lets look at the following example obtained from the trainingdata.Hand generated transcript (DTT):<Section S_time=0.000 E_time=61.320 Type=Filler ID="a960521.1" >it's a question that will make a lot of americans think damn you thinkyou're white you're not you're black it's a question that will make alot of americans angry in order for you to be black for the rest ofyour life what would it take to compensate you for that how much doyou want how much do i want how much would it take we continue ourseries america in black and white tonight how much is white skin worththis is a. b. c. news nightline reporting from washington ted koppel26

































































Abbot ptf range P/R graph for training data, probability scaled in the range 0.5 < ptf < 1.0
-0.5 < pft < +0.5
-1.0 < pft < +1.0
-5.0 < pft < +5.0



















Abbot ptf range P/R graph for training data, probability scaled in the range 0.5 < ptf < 1.0
-0.5 < pft < +0.5, stemming
-1.0 < pft < +1.0 stemming
-5.0 < pft < +5.0, stemming
-10 < pft < +10, stemming

































































BSRT P/R graph for test data
tf-idf, stoplist
tf-idf, stoplist, stemming








































Merged-SRT P/R graph for test data
tf-idf, stoplist
tf-idf, stoplist, stemming
























Figure 8: Comparison of the P/R performance for on the test data.Data Mean Run Length #1 Hits Hits in top tenDTT 8.58 24 42BSRT 18.34 22 40Abbot 45.02 29 40Merged 17.37 30 42Table 5: Comparison of the performance as number of hits.good than the DTT. In particular, we were surprised at the performance of themerged strategy, a strategy so simple but still consistently better than BSRT andAbbot. Knowing that both Abbot and Merged are far from perfect recognition ofthe speech data, as their dierences with DTT show, we are tempted to concludethat SIRE is immune from some of these recognition errors. This is particularlytrue in the case of the use of stemming.However, Table 5 gives another view of these results. In the second column itshows how far down we have to go in the document ranking to nd the relevantdocument (the mean run length). In the third and fourth column it shows,respectively, the number of queries for which we have the relevant document asrst document in the ranking (the so called #1 hits), and the number of queriesfor which we have the relevant document in the rst 10 documents in the ranking(hits in top ten). As it can be seen, while SIRE performs on average far betterwith the DTT than with any other transcription, the #1 hits and the hits in topten gures seem to suggest that this dierence is not that high. Looking at theranking position of the relevant documents for Abbot, for example, we can seethat while SIRE performs quite well for most queries for some queries it performsreally bad. This is the case of query number 15, for example, for which SIREput the relevant document at the ranking position 1428, that is almost at thebottom of the ranking. This explain the high mean run length for Abbot. Asimilar situation can be found for BSRT and Merged. On the light of the datareported in Table 5 our results seem less surprising.31
8.3 Ocial SDR results for TREC-6Very recently we received from NIST the ocial results of our two submission tothe SDR track, one with the PTF weighting schema and one with the mergedstrategy. We report here for completeness the full text of the message detailingthe results.Dear SDR Track Participant,Below is the evaluation of (one of) your SDR track submission(s).Topic 21 is completely ignored in the evaluation since its targetdocument was one of the ones omitted in the baseline recognizer transcripts.All of the empty documents and the documents omitted from the baselinerecognizer transcripts were removed from all results files beforeevaluation, resulting in a collection of 1451 documents. For the twotopics that had two correct targets, the evaluation used whicheverdocument was retrieved first.The format of the evaluation is as follows:* The rank at which the known item was found for each topic for eachdifferent run type (reference transcript, baseline recognizer, and ownrecognizer). A known item that was not retrieved (by rank 1000) wasassigned a rank of 2000. The run tag for a run type not submitted is`---'.* Mean rank when found === the mean rank at which the known item wasfound averaged over the topics for which the target item was found(the smaller the number, the more effective the run)* Mean Reciprocal === the mean of the reciprocal of the rank at whichthe known item was found over the 49 topics. For this computation, anitem that was not retrieved was assigned a reciprocal of 0. Thebenefits of this measure include: it minimizes the difference between,say, retrieving a known item at rank 750 and retrieving it at rank900; it incorporates a penalty for not retrieving a known item; it isbounded between 1 and 0, inclusive; and, for those of us that arecreatures of habit, a larger value implies better performance. Notealso that if there were exactly one relevant document per topic, themean reciprocal is also the average precision of the run since averageprecision is the precision averaged over all relevant documents.* A histogram showing the number of topics for which the known itemwas found in a given range. The ranges are overlapping, so all topicsthat are included in the <= 5 bin are also included in the <= 10 bin,etc.Following the evaluation of an individual submission is a summary ofall the submissions. This summary includes a count of the number of32
distinct runs of each type; the minimum, maximum, and median valuesfor the mean rank when found and mean reciprocal rank by run type;and a table giving the minimum, maximum, and median rank at which aknown item was found for each topic and run type.System: gla6R1 gla6B1 gla6S11 1 1 12 7 4 73 227 200 2404 1 1 15 1 7 146 1 2 17 1 2 18 6 28 79 4 2 1210 1 13 311 1 2 112 2 2 313 1 1 114 1 2 215 1 1 116 2 1 117 2 3 218 1 5 319 2 2 120 1 2 122 1 1 123 3 110 32924 2 1 125 2 1 226 1 1 127 1 1 128 1 1 129 1 1 130 55 61 3531 2 1 132 1 1 133 3 12 234 1 1 135 1 1 136 4 2 137 12 3 638 3 38 739 2 5 640 3 1 141 2 1 142 2 273 26443 1 1 144 1 3 145 1 1 146 1 1 133
47 19 58 5448 1 1 149 2 8 1750 1 1 9Mean rank: 8.04 17.80 21.47Mean recip: 0.6898 0.6059 0.6560Known items found at rank:<= 5 43 38 35<= 10 45 40 41<= 20 47 42 44<= 100 48 46 46Not found: 0 0 0System: gla6R1 gla6B1 gla6S21 1 1 12 7 4 33 227 200 1964 1 1 15 1 7 116 1 2 17 1 2 18 6 28 149 4 2 310 1 13 111 1 2 212 2 2 213 1 1 114 1 2 115 1 1 116 2 1 117 2 3 118 1 5 419 2 2 220 1 2 222 1 1 123 3 110 16724 2 1 125 2 1 126 1 1 127 1 1 128 1 1 129 1 1 130 55 61 3531 2 1 132 1 1 133 3 12 234 1 1 135 1 1 136 4 2 137 12 3 334
38 3 38 1839 2 5 540 3 1 141 2 1 142 2 273 27943 1 1 144 1 3 145 1 1 146 1 1 147 19 58 4548 1 1 149 2 8 550 1 1 3Mean rank: 8.04 17.80 16.94Mean recip: 0.6898 0.6059 0.6891Known items found at rank:<= 5 43 38 41<= 10 45 40 41<= 20 47 42 44<= 100 48 46 46Not found: 0 0 0Number of distinct reference transcript runs: 15Number of distinct baseline recognizer runs: 17Number of distinct own recognizer runs: 13Reference Transcript Baseline Recognizer Own RecognizerMinimum Median Maximum Minimum Median Maximum Minimum Median MaximumAve rank 3.06 8.04 18.12 10.11 17.96 36.06 6.94 18.06 229.20Ave recip 0.5022 0.7685 0.8416 0.4287 0.6360 0.7235 0.0046 0.6560 0.8242Reference Transcript Baseline Recognizer Own RecognizerTopic Minimum Median Maximum Minimum Median Maximum Minimum Median Maximum1 1 1 8 1 1 1 1 1 212 1 3 34 1 1 36 1 3 20003 26 236 2000 41 349 2000 57 201 7164 1 1 13 1 1 12 1 2 1715 1 1 64 2 7 2000 1 3 20006 1 1 82 1 2 74 1 2 797 1 1 91 1 1 6 1 1 1638 2 6 18 2 35 125 3 17 20009 1 5 23 1 7 2000 1 6 200010 1 1 2000 1 3 2000 1 3 200011 1 1 2000 1 3 2000 1 4 200012 1 3 20 1 3 24 1 3 16213 1 1 6 1 1 3 1 1 44814 1 1 2 1 1 12 1 1 5415 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 200016 1 1 2000 1 1 2000 1 2 200017 1 1 7 1 1 22 1 1 200035
18 1 1 1 1 7 68 1 4 200019 1 1 10 1 2 42 1 1 200020 1 1 5 1 2 3 1 2 200022 1 1 3 1 1 2 1 1 200023 2 3 11 22 80 294 3 167 200024 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 200025 1 1 5 1 1 3 1 2 200026 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 200027 1 1 21 1 2 19 1 1 200028 1 1 5 1 1 3 1 1 200029 1 1 2000 1 1 2000 1 1 65930 3 34 481 1 61 693 1 67 200031 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 200032 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 17233 1 1 8 1 3 46 1 2 200034 1 1 10 1 1 9 1 1 28835 1 1 5 1 1 3 1 1 200036 1 4 22 1 1 18 1 3 200037 1 3 80 1 1 69 1 6 200038 1 1 8 2 22 80 1 3 200039 1 2 65 2 7 2000 1 6 200040 1 1 4 1 1 4 1 1 200041 1 2 2000 1 1 2000 1 1 200042 1 2 49 100 314 2000 3 214 200043 1 1 1 1 1 128 1 1 200044 1 1 20 1 3 2000 1 1 200045 1 1 2000 1 1 2000 1 1 200046 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 38147 1 10 19 16 42 58 3 26 33348 1 1 217 1 1 2 1 1 42549 1 2 42 1 1 144 1 15 200050 1 1 2 1 1 6 1 3 240We will not discuss these results in detail in this paper. We will just note that: a few errors in the test set data were found after we performed our ex-perimentation and send our submissions; this explain why the number ofdocuments and queries is dierent in the ocial results (the faulty docu-ments and queries have been removed); our R1 run (using the DTT data) is right on the median value; our B1 run (using the BSRT data) is slightly above the median value; our S1 run (using the PTF strategy with Abbot data) is below the me-dian value, although it is easy to see that this is due to some very badperformance for some queries (eg. query 5, 8, 23, 49, for example);36
 our S2 run (using the merged strategy) is above the median value and betterthat the B1 run, as we expected.Some of these results somehow contradict some of our previous conclusions. Wewere expecting, for example that S1 would have better than B1 and almost atthe same level than S2. We were also not expecting such good results in theR1 run, for example. We will study these results carefully before rushing to anyconclusion.9 Related workWe are not ashamed to recognise our lack of background knowledge in the SDRarea. Despite our large experience in IR, with particular regards to probabilisticIR [3] and natural language processing applied to IR [16], we have never ap-proached the SDR area. Our encouraging results will motivate us to study otherapproaches to this area and compare their ndings with ours. For the time beingwe are not yet able to talk about and compare our work with related experiencewith condence.10 Conclusions and future worksThis was our rst experience in dealing with retrieval of spoken documents. Al-though we lack the necessary know-how and tools to perform speech recognition,we have a considerable knowledge of IR, in particular of probabilistic IR. Wedecided to use in the best possible way our available knowledge and ask the helpof some other group to deal with the speech recognition. Our initial results arevery encouraging and we now fell t to work in this area and to start acquiringthe necessary skills to be able to deal with the recognition and retrieval of spokendocuments \in house".AcknowledgementsThe authors would like to thank the Speech and Hearing Research Group ofthe Department of Computing Science of the University of Sheeld (UK) forproviding the recognised documents. Thanks in particular to Dave Abberley forproviding us insights into how Abbot works.37
Appendix: Examples of data formatsThe following is a set of examples of the data formats used in the SDR TREC-6training and test data set. All transcription les are SGML-tagged.Sphere waveform - sphSphere-formatted digitized recording of a broadcast, used as input to speechrecognition systems. Waveform format is 16-bit linear PCM, 16kHz. samplerate, MSB/LSB byte order.NIST_1A1024sample_count -i 27444801sample_rate -i 16000channel_count -i 1sample_byte_format -s2 10sample_n_bytes -i 2sample_coding -s3 pcmsample_min -i -27065sample_max -i 27159sample_checksum -i 31575database_id -s7 Hub4_96broadcast_id NPR_MKP_960913_1830_1900sample_sig_bits -i 16end_head(digitized 16-bit waveform follows header)...Detailed TREC Transcription - dttLDC-produced Broadcast News transcription with absolute Section (story) IDsadded.<Episode Filename=file4.wav Program="NPR_Marketplace" Scribe="NIST_Reconciled"Date="960913:1830" Version=1 Version_Date=961213>... 38
<Section Type=Filler S_time=75.438250 E_time=81.214313 ID="k960913.3"><Segment Speaker="David_Brancaccio" Mode=Planned Fidelity=HighS_time=75.500000 E_time=81.214313><Expand E_form="it is">it's</Expand> friday september thirteenth<Expand E_form="i am">i'm</Expand> david brancaccio and<Expand E_form="here is">here's</Expand> some of<Expand E_form="what is">what's</Expand> happening in business and the world<Sync Time=80.883875></Segment></Section><Section Type=Story S_time=81.214313 E_time=207.317250 ID="k960913.4"Topic="Archer Daniels Midland Price-Fixing Probe"><Segment Speaker="David_Brancaccio" Mode=Planned Fidelity=HighS_time=81.214313 E_time=107.508688>agricultural products giant archer daniels midland is often described as<Sync Time=85.404938>politically well connected {breath}<Background Type=Music Time=86.806875 Level=Low>any connections notwithstanding the federal government is<Sync Time=89.822500>pursuing a probe into whether the company conspired to fix the price of a keyadditive<Background Type=Music Time=94.247437 Level=Off>for livestock feed {breath}...</Segment>...</Section>...</Episode>Lexical TREC Transcription - lttDetailed TREC Transcription with all SGML tags removed except for Episodeand Section. This format is used for speech recognition scoring and can be usedin SR or IR training.<Episode Filename=k960913.wav Program="NPR_Marketplace"Scribe="NIST_Reconciled" Date="960913:1830" Version=1 Version_Date=961213>. 39
..<Section Type=Filler S_time=75.438250 E_time=81.214313 ID=k960913.3>it's friday september thirteenth i'm david brancaccio and here's someof what's happening in business and the world</Section ><Section Type=Story S_time=81.214313 E_time=207.317250 ID=k960913.4Topic="Archer Daniels Midland Price-Fixing Probe">agricultural products giant archer daniels midland is often describedas politically well connected any connections notwithstanding thefederal government is pursuing a probe into whether the companyconspired to fix the price of a key additive for livestock feed...</Section >...</Episode>Note that the Section (story) tags contain a short, human-generated descriptionstring designated as a \Topic". These are generated in the dtt's for the conve-nience of humans but may not be indexed or used in any way for the test.Speech Recogniser Transcription - srtOutput of speech recogniser which will be used as input for retrieval. If wordtimes are not desired, the SRT2LTT ltered version below can be used. Theinput for the speech recognition systems will be a set of these les sans wordsand the corresponding sphere-formatted waveform les.<Episode Filename=k960913.wav Program="NPR_Marketplace"Scribe="NIST_Reconciled" Date="960913:1830" Version=1 Version_Date=961213>...<Section Type=Filler S_time=75.438250 E_time=81.214313 ID=k960913.3><Word S_time=75.52 E_time=75.87>HIS</Word><Word S_time=75.87 E_time=75.36>FRIDAY'S</Word><Word S_time=76.36 E_time=76.82>SEPTEMBER</Word><Word S_time=76.82 E_time=77.47>THIRTEENTH</Word><Word S_time=77.47 E_time=77.65>I'M</Word><Word S_time=77.65 E_time=77.88>DAVID</Word><Word S_time=77.88 E_time=78.12>BRAN</Word>40
<Word S_time=78.12 E_time=78.48>CAT</Word><Word S_time=78.48 E_time=78.56>SHE</Word><Word S_time=78.56 E_time=78.66>TOE</Word><Word S_time=78.66 E_time=78.89>HERE'S</Word><Word S_time=78.89 E_time=79.04>SOME</Word><Word S_time=79.04 E_time=79.12>OF</Word><Word S_time=79.12 E_time=79.30>WHAT'S</Word><Word S_time=79.30 E_time=79.73>HAPPENING</Word><Word S_time=79.73 E_time=79.84>IN</Word><Word S_time=79.84 E_time=80.28>BUSINESS</Word><Word S_time=80.28 E_time=80.38>IN</Word><Word S_time=80.38 E_time=80.44>THE</Word><Word S_time=80.44 E_time=80.82>WORLD</Word></Section ><Section Type=Story S_time=81.214313 E_time=207.317250 ID=k960913.4Topic="Archer Daniels Midland Price-Fixing Probe"><Word S_time=81.34 E_time=82.05>AGRICULTURAL</Word><Word S_time=82.05 E_time=82.49>PRODUCE</Word><Word S_time=82.49 E_time=82.91>GIANT</Word><Word S_time=82.91 E_time=83.27>ARCHER</Word><Word S_time=83.27 E_time=83.78>DANIELS</Word><Word S_time=83.78 E_time=84.20>MIDDLE</Word><Word S_time=84.20 E_time=84.33>IS</Word><Word S_time=84.33 E_time=84.59>OFTEN</Word><Word S_time=84.59 E_time=85.21>DESCRIBED</Word><Word S_time=85.21 E_time=85.35>AS</Word><Word S_time=85.35 E_time=85.85>POLITICALLY</Word><Word S_time=85.85 E_time=86.17>WELL</Word><Word S_time=86.17 E_time=86.95>CONNECTED</Word><Word S_time=86.96 E_time=87.19>ANY</Word><Word S_time=87.19 E_time=87.82>CONNECTIONS</Word><Word S_time=87.82 E_time=87.98>NOT</Word><Word S_time=87.98 E_time=88.15>WASH</Word><Word S_time=88.15 E_time=88.50>STANDING</Word><Word S_time=88.72 E_time=88.80>THE</Word><Word S_time=88.80 E_time=89.00>FED</Word><Word S_time=89.00 E_time=89.21>RAIL</Word><Word S_time=89.21 E_time=89.69>GOVERNMENT</Word><Word S_time=89.69 E_time=89.80>IS</Word><Word S_time=89.80 E_time=90.31>PURSUING</Word><Word S_time=90.31 E_time=90.39>A</Word><Word S_time=90.39 E_time=90.76>PRO</Word><Word S_time=90.76 E_time=90.93>INTO</Word><Word S_time=90.93 E_time=91.19>WEATHER</Word><Word S_time=91.19 E_time=91.32>THE</Word><Word S_time=91.32 E_time=91.74>COMPANY</Word><Word S_time=91.74 E_time=92.34>CONSPIRED</Word><Word S_time=92.34 E_time=92.42>TWO</Word><Word S_time=92.42 E_time=92.75>AFFECT</Word><Word S_time=92.75 E_time=92.85>THE</Word><Word S_time=92.85 E_time=93.29>PRICE</Word>41
<Word S_time=93.29 E_time=93.37>OF</Word><Word S_time=93.37 E_time=93.46>THE</Word><Word S_time=93.46 E_time=93.76>KEY</Word><Word S_time=93.76 E_time=94.20>ALTITUDE</Word><Word S_time=94.27 E_time=94.41>FOR</Word><Word S_time=94.41 E_time=94.71>LIVE</Word><Word S_time=94.75 E_time=94.95>STOP</Word><Word S_time=95.11 E_time=95.46>FEET</Word>...</Section >...</Episode>Word-Time-stripped Speech Recogniser Transcription inLexical TREC Transcription form - lttThis simplied form of the speech recogniser transcription can be used for re-trieval if word times are not desired.<Episode Filename=k960913.wav Program="NPR_Marketplace"Scribe="NIST_Reconciled" Date="960913:1830" Version=1 Version_Date=961213>...<Section Type=Filler S_time=75.438250 E_time=81.214313 ID=k960913.3>HIS FRIDAY'S SEPTEMBER THIRTEENTH I'M DAVID BRAN CAT SHE TOE HERE'SSOME OF WHAT'S HAPPENING IN BUSINESS IN THE WORLD</Section ><Section Type=Story S_time=81.214313 E_time=207.317250 ID=k960913.4Topic="Archer Daniels Midland Price-Fixing Probe">AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE GIANT ARCHER DANIELS MIDDLE IS OFTEN DESCRIBED ASPOLITICALLY WELL CONNECTED ANY CONNECTIONS NOT WASH STANDING THE FED RAILGOVERNMENT IS PURSUING A PRO INTO WEATHER THE COMPANY CONSPIRED TWO AFFECTTHE PRICE OF THE KEY ALTITUDE FOR LIVE STOP FEET...</Section >...</Episode> 42
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